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UK Festival of Zombie Culture, now in its third year.
This years ‘Day of the
Undead’ is going to be
even bigger, better and
bloodier than last years,
with a celebration of
Zombie Films, Books
and Games from
around the World. The
event is not just an
excuse to show some
regular horror films, we
are showing a mixture
of classic zombie,
modern and rare
foreign zombie films to cater to all fans of the genre.
Alongside these there will also be Make Up Artists
to turn you into the living dead, Jasper Bark author
extraordinaire will be signing copies of his book
‘Way of the Barefoot Zombie’, horror traders, a
caricaturist to show you your truly undead self and
of course an all day bar, lucky bags for the first 250
guests and the loads of prizes including the coveted
‘Best Dressed Zombie Award.’
The organisers of this apocalyptic gathering,
Terror4fun, are proud to introduce the addition of
the Zombie-cade, where digital undead can be slain
on a cinema screen and Win a Games Console…
There will also be an exclusive World First, the

Zombies and the Credit Crunch?
http://www.youtube.com/user/Jasperbark

Screening of UK Zombie Feature Film ‘Zombie
Undead’ before its premiere in February 2010.
The event is being held at a new £21 million pound
Digital Media Centre in Leicester called Phoenix
Square and is being held on November 28th, 2009.
The tickets go on sale on November 2nd, from:
http://www.phoenix.org.uk/
About Terror4fun: Terror4fun are the UKs leading
zombie organisation and have been organising
zombie events for over 5 years, from the Day of the
Undead, ‘Festival of Zombie Culture’ to Zombie
Fest... Terror4fun have appeared in numerous
magazines, such as SFX & Bizarre, in documentaries about Zombies on BBC and Channel 4 and publish the Zombie Times
E-Zine, which goes out
to more than 8,000
Zombie fans every issue.
Updates will be available on the website at:
www.terror4fun.com
See you there !!!
If you want more news at it happens
then please check out and join the
group: Terror4fun: UK Zombie Events
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The Zombie Times,
October 2009.
Hi Zombie Fans,
Welcome again to the zombies times & 2009 is
getting bloodier and more gory every single day
and it looks like the end of 09 is not going to
run out of zombie steam… There is of course,
zombieland and then dvds and books galore such
as the original (and Best) Dawn of the dead on
Blu-ray and the follow up to the legendary
‘world war z’ is being released in Nov too...
So get bloody and get your zombie entertainment sorted for the coming months and if you
are in London for Halloween, check out the
Frightfest website as they have george a. romero
showing his new movie to the fans… and at the
end of November the day of the undead zombie
festival returns to Leicester and is well worth
checking out...
If this is your first edition of the zombie times
then welcome! you should know that it’s read by
8,000 zombie fans and the website gets more
than 35,000 visitors every month. so if you are
doing anything zombie related and you want
zombie fans to find out then please let us know
by emailing ed@terror4fun.com we love to
promote anything to do with the living dead, so
even if you are just thinking of making a short
film, then let us know and we will help out as
much as we can with
publicity and getting you extras, make up artists,
etc, etc.
keep on zomming and see
you soon,

Zombie Ed
and the
Terror4
Terror 4fun Team

FREE to all Zombie Lovers

Up and coming
Zombie events
October 24th… Be in a film in Leicestershire…
Email: Tomwhitworth_07@msn.com
Be prepared to get bloody...
October 25th & 31st!
The NYC Zombie Crawl…
See www.nyczombiecrawl.com for details!
October 29th to Nov 1st…
Mayhem Horror Fest… NOTTINGHAM…
Tonnes of horror features and shorts and tonnes of other bits to...
http://www.mayhemhorrorfest.co.uk
October 31st… LONDON…
Film 4 Frightfest All-Nighter…
This features the UK Premiere of George A’s
latest film, ‘Survival of the Dead’ along with
another 5 premieres, so get along and meet
Mr Romero… More details later in this issue
and at http://www.frightfest.co.uk/
October 31st… YORK…
Zombiewalk and screening of another episode
of the Zomblogalypse… Details at...
http://zomblogalypse.com/
October 31st… BRIGHTON…
Beach of the Dead III. www.beazombie.com
November 14th… CHICAGO…
Zombie Outbreak.
8 hours of indie Zombie madness… More
information at the website:
http://www.horrorsociety.com/festivals
November 28th…
DAY OF THE UNDEAD 2009...
Terror4fun’s Zombie Film Festival is in the
Leicester’s NEW £21 million Digital Media
Centre, PHOENIX SQUARE… More details as
we get them… www.terror4fun.com

Do you Love Zombies?
Buy the t-shirt and tell the world……!
http://www.terror4fun.com/zombie_tshirts.html
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UKs first showing of zombie undead
This is the big news for
November… At the Day of
the Undead being held in
Leicester on November 28th
there will be a sneak
preview of ‘Zombie Undead’
a Leicester made feature film
from director Rhys Davies.
Set in the aftermath of a
terrorist attack, the film
features zombies and gore
galore and Terror4fun is
getting a chance to show it
before its official premiere in
Early in 2010. The film features some amazing special effects and set pieces and is a creation that will
make certain it is added to the Zombie Feature Hall

of Fame. Even the trailer
for the film got great feedback and so this is
definitely one to watch… It
features the writing and
acting talents of horror
guru ‘Monster Man’ Kris
Tearse and the main make
up artist and zombie
creator was Gavin Pate of
Terror4funs ‘Gav’n Gore’
fame…

For more details and the blog then check out:

www.zombieundead.com

Only £

9.99

Terror4fun T-Shirts
NOW on Ebay
Strange Zombies, Part 9

Just Search for ‘ I Love Zombies’

Have you ever seen anyone less scared about being
eaten… If you have more snaps of yourself or friends
as the Undead and being strange then please send
them to us at: ed@terror4fun.com

GOT ZOMBIE NEWS ???
Tell us all about it and we will tell more than
8,000 zombie fans in the next‘ Zombie Times.’
Email us at: ed@terror4fun.com
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Make Halloween horrific…
With george a. romero
SIX UK PREMIERES featuring poltergeists, vampires, zombies, mutants, backwoods monsters and
an incredible torture show! That’s what lies in
screaming store for you at FrightFest’s annual Halloween extravaganza at the bijou ICA in London’s
Pall Mall.

tralian sci-fi horror action adventure that garnered
great reviews when world premiered in Toronto’s
Midnight Madness. We were supposed to bring
you WRONG TURN 3: LEFT FOR DEAD in August
but a change in release schedule meant we had to
wait until now to premiere the second sequel in the
popular franchise. You’ll thrill to the virus horror
CARRIERS too, featuring Chris Pine, the new Captain Kirk himself, and the blood-soaked INVITATION ONLY, the first ever slasher movie from Taiwan, one that has changed the face of genre-driven
Asian movies. Plus we will be announcing the winner of our ‘Horror of Writing’ competition that
proved so popular in August. So it’s that Trick ‘R
Treat time again. Your chance to meet up with old
friends, make new ones and join in the Halloween
fun with your scary FrightFest hosts Paul, Ian and
Alan once more.

Tickets to see all six films cost £50 and go on sale at
12 noon on Friday 2 October, max 4 tickets per cusWe know you’re all suffering withdrawal symp- tomer from the ICA box office. You can get yours in
toms after the Empire mega-event. And what better person, by phone on 020 7930 3647 or on-line here.
nightmares before Christmas could you possibly
ask for than this stellar line-up of every hot shock
sensation from around the globe currently attracting acclaim and astonishment. PARANORMAL
ACTIVITY has been causing such strong word of
mouth after it’s recent release in America that we
had to snap it up so you can see what all the fearsome fuss is about. We just know you are going to
like what you see. If you dare.
The same with SURVIVAL OF THE DEAD, the
latest blood-freezing allegory from one of FrightFest’s best friends, the legendary NIGHT OF THE
LIVING DEAD director George A Romero.
Then there’s DAYBREAKERS from the UNDEAD
duo of the Spierig Brothers, an eye-boggling Aus-
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Beach of the Dead III’
The Brighton Zombie Walk 2009
Date: October 31st 2009. Halloween at 3pm.
Start point: Brighton Train Station.
Finishing Point: The West Pier, Sea Front.

When there is no more room in Hell, the dead shall
walk Brighton. With their arms outstretched, their
clothes soaked with blood and various body parts
hanging off…’ The Argus. Voted as The Argus’ top
event to attend at Halloween, Beach of the Dead III The Brighton Zombie Walk returns for it’s third and
biggest year yet.
Almost immediately at 3pm exactly, following the
guards alarm whistle. The zombies are then expected
to lurch down Queens Road until they reach the clock
tower. Sighting the hordes of shoppers on Western
Road and around Churchill Square, they are likely to
become excited and head down Western Road and
onto Churchill Square forecourt.
The ghouls are then expected to head onto West Street
and follow it down to King’s Road (the seafront).
From here the horde are expected to flock towards the
West Pier - the place the Zombies eerily congregated
every year.
Following the walk we have a very special after event
party being held at The Iron Duke. Further informa-

tion about this shall be available shortly.
Official website: www.beazombie.com
Beach of the Dead III - The Brighton Zombie
Walk is proud to release we're in association
with Chainsaw Films. www.Chainsawfilms.com

FREE to all Zombie Lovers

Guest Star for
Day of the Undead
Jasper Bark, author of books, comics and the
awesomely undead, ‘Way of the Barefoot Zombie’ will be at Terror4funs “Day of the Undead”
Festival being held in Leicester on November
28th at the brand new Phoenix Square Centre…
Jasper, the guest star at the event will be signing
copies of his book and hopefully accompanied
by his Zom-bunnies which have been travelling
with him since his first foray into Zombie
Fiction and act as prompts, muses and bodyguards all wrapped up into beautiful, but
slightly rotting, packages…
If you fancy watching Jaspers advice on dealing
with the credit crunch through the medium of
the undead then please simply click the links
below to find out what this is all about… and
don’t forget, head to the Day of the Undead to
meat him in the flesh…
http://www.youtube.com/user/Jasperbark

WIN
Win a copy of
the Way of the
Barefoot
Zombie by
Jasper Bark by
simply entering
the comp on the
back of this
Zombie
Times…
Simples...
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Zombie survival guide:-Recorded attacks
Released November 09
The amazing graphic novel of the bestselling Dead) and frighteningly beautiful splash pages
zombie sensation, The Zombie Survival Guide
packed with action, swords, gore ... and hoards of
drooling reanimated corpses hungry for live flesh.
THOSE WHO DON’T LEARN FROM ZOMBIE
HISTORY ARE CONDEMNED TO REPEAT IT...
Max Brooks is the author of 2003’s prescient The
Zombie Survival Guide: Complete Protection From the
Living Dead, and World War Z: an Oral History of the
Zombie Wars. He lives in New York City.
Artist Ibraim Roberson lives in Sao Paulo, Brazil.
This is definitely the ‘must have’ book of zombie
information of the year… Looks gruesome...

They have attacked Roman armies. The French Foreign Legion. Even prehistoric man. The undead
have been a threat to humankind for millennia, and
the living must always fight to survive. They’re
coming. And they’re hungry …
This gruesome graphic novel chronicles the most
notorious undead outbreaks in history. Recorded
attacks includes eye-popping artwork from Avatar
Press (publisher of Alan Moore, Frank Miller, Garth
Ennis, and George A. Romero’s Night of the Living

GOT ZOMBIE NEWS ???
Tell us all about it and we will tell more than
8,000 zombie fans in the next‘ Zombie Times.’
Email us at: ed@terror4fun.com
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Wasting away...
SCREAMFESTWinner, Audience
Choice Award for
Best Feature
Turning the Zombie
film on its head,
WASTING AWAY is
a
hilarious
low
budget Horror Comedy starring Jose
Acevedo,
Christopher Antonucci and
Betsy Beutler, and
featuring a fantastic
directorial
debut
from Matthew Kohnen. Joining him on writing duties is brother Sean Kohnen. Together they have
created an instant cult hit that already boasts countless global awards including:
Winner, Audience Choice Award for Best feature –
SCREAMFEST

We Stock, horror...

Best Comedy, Best Screenplay and Audience Award –
ZOMPIRE FEST.
As far as the plot goes, its not your standard zombie fare…. Zombies, you know ‘em, you love ‘em,
but what do they think of you? In this hilarious
twist on the classic Zombie tale, we see the world
through Zombie eyes when a barrelful of Toxic Goo
transforms four friends into the Walking Dead.
Suddenly, unaware of their rotting undeadness, it
seems everyone else has gone mad. So they embark
on a bumbling quest to find the ‘truth’ – after all,
Zombies are people too!

www.wastingawaythemovie.com

Competition Time
To Win a copy of Wasting Away on DVD, answer
the simple, but related undead based question on
the back of this Zombie Times...

The Monster Store is a new 220 sq ft shop selling movie
merchandise which opened the 23rd September 2009 (In
the recession). After 5 years of running a mail order
company (still current) from nothing and no funding in
a house in West Bridgford we have now opened a retail
arm. The store has 1000’s of film merchandise items
from replica props, screen / production made props,
collectable figures, statues, model kits and miscellaneous items. We will have some of the lead actors
(Cenobites) from Clive Barkers Hellraiser (1987), Nightbreed (1990) and Book Of Blood (2009) exclusively
signing at The Monster Company Store on the 31st October for Halloween.
http://www.themonstercompany.co.uk/

Do you Love Zombies?
Buy the t-shirt and tell the world……!
http://www.terror4fun.com/zombie_tshirts.html
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DAWN OF THE DEAD - BLU RAY
October 2009 sees the highly anticipated Blu-ray
release of George A. Romero's classic zombie movie
DAWN OF THE DEAD, presented as a special
three-disc edition – exclusive to the UK – that represents the ultimate presentation of the film available
anywhere in the world. Released just in time for
Halloween, this is undoubtedly the horror movie
Blu-ray release of the year.

For those unfamiliar with this milestone movie in horror
cinema history, here's the plot:
A National Emergency grips the US as the zombie population grows at an inexplicable and alarming rate. Two
Philadelphia Police S.W.A.T. officers, a helicopter pilot
and his TV reporter girlfriend escape the city and take
refuge in an abandoned, suburban shopping mall after
securing it following a series of brutal confrontations
with the undead. Their survival is threatened when a
band of looters leave a door open allowing the zombies
access to the mall once more.
The first sequel to George A. Romero's seminal 1968
zombie classic "Night Of The Living Dead", the
even more powerful and apocalyptic DAWN OF
THE DEAD has been hailed by respected film critic
Roger Ebert as "one of the best horror films ever
made."

Produced and compiled by Arrow Video with the
kind of loving care and attention only the most devoted of zombie aficionados are willing to provide,
this must-have three-disc set includes the George
A. Romero approved Theatrical Cut of the film in
1080p resolution on Blu-ray, plus the Director's Cut
and the Dario Argento Cut on DVD, the latter being
made available on DVD as part of this collection for
the first time in the UK.
Also included is a host of extras that include the
rarely seen "Scream Greats" documentary on the
career of special effects wizard Tom Savini, audio
commentaries by the filmmakers and, for the first
time, French Romero fanatic Nicolas Garreau's fascinating travelogue-come-documentary "Fan Of
The Dead". Additionally, exclusively designed
packaging features four different sets of artwork
from which fans can choose to display the collection, including the little-seen "gasmask" artwork
and an all-new, specially commissioned oil painting
commemorating this landmark release of the film.

Competition Time
To win Dawn of the Dead on Blu-Ray just
answer the simple question on the back of the
Zombie Times…
If you don’t know the answer you should
hang your head in shame...

Three Men... One Mission... Need Help with HORROR ???
http://www.darkwatersentertainment.com/
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Mayhem Horror Film Festival
29th October - 1st November 2009
Mayhem is a brand new, weekend long film festival devoted to all things horror, featuring premiers, cult classics, midnight movies, scary television, horror nostalgia, a brilliant fancy dress
party and the best new shorts from the future
fear makers of tomorrow.

Gareth Howell. The early Mayhem festivals focused around a shorts programme, showcasing
terrifying new shorts from an international submissions call.

Mayhem 2009 promises to be bigger and better,
with an extra night of screenings, surprise guests
and exclusive never been seen before films and
Mayhem is a brand new, weekend long film festi- the return of our deadly fear filled film quiz.
val devoted to all things horror, featuring premiers, cult classics, midnight movies, scary tele- You can find out more about the festival, latest
vision, horror nostalgia, a brilliant fancy dress
news or see some brilliant shorts on their site, or
party.
you can join them on Facebook, or find out more
important details (like booking for example) at
Mayhem was founded in 2004 by NottinghamNottingham Broadway’s home page.
based film-makers Steven Sheil, Chris Cooke and

Zombie tRANSFUSION
The debut feature from
writer-director Steven C.
Miller, ZOMBIE TRANSFUSION is a gripping contemporary horror movie that
recalls the spirit, energy and
inventiveness of independent horror classics such as
‘Night Of The Living Dead",
"The Texas Chainsaw Massacre" and "The Last House On The Left".
Relentlessly violent, shockingly gory, fast-paced
and boasting superlative special effects that belie
the film's modest budget, this is one zombie movie

that horror fans will not want to miss.
Marking Steven C. Miller as a horror director to
watch, this first part of a proposed ZOMBIE
TRANSFUSION trilogy (the second movie is currently in production) is an extraordinary debut, a
film that begins with a bang and builds to a thrilling climax that will leave viewers begging for more.

Competition Time
To Win a copy of Zombie Transfusion on DVD,
answer the simple, but related question on the
back of this Zombie Times...

“In The Event of a Zombie Attack”
This is not a DVD, this could be the next best thing to a
van load of BIG guns... Find out more at:

http://intheeventofazombieattack.com
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What’ is Woody
Doing?
If you don't’ know the answer then you
should get to the cinema and order a
front row ticket to see ’Zombieland’ and
once you have done this you can rejoin
the human race...

Zombie Wars
Zombies that are breeding humans
for meat does sound like a bit of a
tall tale, BUT it happens and from
October 19th, you can experience it
for yourself on the DVD of Zombie
Wars...
The tail of a comet that passed too
close to the earth, while others believed that it was simply time for
man to atone for thousands of years
of sinning.
Whatever the reason, the dead rose
from the ground, and they were
hungry!
After years of war only small, rebel bands of humans now remain in the war against the undead.
When Brian, the leader of a military group, is captured and taken to a nearby farm, he learns of a
horrific secret - the zombies are farming groups of

humans and harvesting them as
food. Now it is up to Brian to organize an uprising to reclaim the
freedom of his fellow humans but
even when the battle is over, an
even more insidious secret awaits
in the nearby town…
With non-stop action, hordes of
zombies, and some of the most
realistic makeup FX seen in years,
Zombie Wars has earned its place
among the annals of Zombie horror.

Who will win ???
Competition Time
To Win a copy of Zombie Wars on DVD, answer
the question on the back of this Zombie Times...
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You in the doghouse?
Available on:
Blu-ray™ High-Def and DVD on 12 October, 2009

The battle of the sexes just got bloody in the outrageously funny comedy-horror, Doghouse, from
award-winning director Jake West (Evil Aliens) and
starring Danny Dyer (The Football Factory, Severance)
and BAFTA Award-winner Noel Clarke (Adulthood,
Kidulthood). Doghouse is released on Blu-ray and
DVD on the 12 October, 2009, from Sony Pictures
Home Entertainment.
The cast boasts a host of other British talent including Stephen Graham (The Damned United, This Is
England), Lee Ingleby (Place of Execution), Emil
Marwa (East is East), Keith-Lee Castle (Young Dracula), Neil Maskell (Rise of the Footsoldier, The Football
Factory), Christina Cole (Lost in Austen), Adele Silva
(Emmerdale), Tree Carr (Evil Aliens), Emily Booth
(Zone Horror) and Billy Murray (Rise of the Footsoldier, Eastenders).
The DVD and Blu-ray are packed with a host of bonus material including hysterically funny bloopers,
deleted scenes, an audio commentary and a Making
Of feature.

For more details visit...
http://www.doghousethemovie.com/
Throw severed fingers to an old bird visit…
http://www.fingerfoodgame.com/
Danny is handling his divorce badly. His mates
drag him off for a boys’ weekend in the country,
but what was supposed to be a simple, boozy getaway quickly goes horribly wrong. The boys find
themselves holidaying in a village overrun by psychotic, homicidal women who have fallen victim to
an airborne toxin that has turned them into manhating zombies and seven of these deranged
women, each with an axe or two to grind, are stalking the streets. Somewhere out there are dozens
more. Maybe hundreds…

Competition Time
To Win a copy of Jake Wests bloody
brilliant Zombie Movie ‘DOGHOUSE’on
DVD, answer the simple, but related
question on the back of this issue of the
Zombie Times E-Zine...

www.eatmybrains.com
Send… More… Paramedics...
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Novembers Zone
Horror (Sky 319,
320 Virgin 170 &
Freesat 138)
We kick off our Zombie movies on Friday the 6th at
22:55 with the horror comedy Zombie Dearest.
Doting husband Gus goes to any lengths to please
his wife, even as far as digging up a corpse to do
his bidding! This bizarre and original comedy of
marital strife adds a dash of brain-munching zombie action to keep viewers on their toes. A great
combination.

FREE to all Zombie Lovers

If you fancy a late night then tune in on the 26th at
2:40 when we present Grave Mistake. A deadbeat
man dumps something sinister into a cemetery triggering the dead to rise and devour his town. Can a
small band of survivors destroy the flesh-eating
fiends?
As with all TV channels the dates and times are
subject to change so please go to
www.zonehorror.tv for any last minute changes
and join us on Twitter
www.twitter.com/zonehorror

Then on the 18th at the same time we witness
squelchy action in the premiere of Automaton
Transfusion. Four friends take up arms to rid their
town of the zombie hoards unleashed by meddlesome Army scientists.
This is followed at 00:50 with a visceral zombie
apocalypse in Days Of Darkness. The flesh-eating
walking dead have risen and taken over the planet,
now a small mismatched group of survivors must
take up arms before they're bitten clean off!

GOT ZOMBIE NEWS ???
Tell us all about it and we will tell more than
8,000 zombie fans in the next‘ Zombie Times.’
Email us at: ed@terror4fun.com
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The Geekest Link is a fun
UK-based online store offering the best in horror
merchandise, plush toys,
statues, clothing, energy
drinks, and games.
They’ve got Skelanimals
(undead critters literally
dying for your love), the
supremely popular Resident Evil T Virus Energy
Drink (direct from the USA), and a host of gruesome horror-themed items for your pleasure.
Hallowe’en Promotion
They are promoting their brand new range of horror movie merchandise this month, including the
Bloodstained Shower Curtain (based on Psycho),
the Bloody Bath Mat, and the Butcher’s Apron
(based on The Texas Chainsaw Massacre).
To pick up these great items, visit:
www.thegeekestlink.com/store and click on Hallowe’en Promotion.
To coincide with
the opening of their
store, their news
website has gone
live, and is horror
themed throughout
October, with
news, reviews and
quizzes, including
the ultimate Horror
Quiz “How Much
Do You Really
Know About Horror?” in which one

lucky winner can win two tickets to the Sheffield
Horror Movie Festival at the end of the month.
Zombie Competition
To celebrate all things grisly and ghoulish this
month, The Geekest Link is offering one lucky winner the chance to win these zomberific prizes:
A Day of the Dead T-Shirt (any size), a box of
Zombie Green Gelli Baff and a Bloodstained
Shower Curtain.
All you have to do is answer this simple question:
How many inches tall is the Geekest Links Retro
Hulk Statue?
To enter... Simply send your Answer by Email to
sammy@terror4fun.com with the subject “I am the
Geekest Link, Goodbye”
In addition, everyone who
subscribes to the mailing
list will have a chance to
win some great prizes including Horror DVDs (An
American Werewolf in
London (on Blu Ray) and
Trick ‘r Treat, to name but
two), and lots more besides.
Discount Code
Finally, if that wasn’t enough - every Zombie
Times reader will receive a 5% discount by entering
the code “zombie5” on every order until 5th November 2009.

www.thegeekestlink.com/store
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One date, two icons
October 26th, 209, this is a date that every horror
fan should be looking forward to… Not just cause
its to close to Halloween, but because this is the
date that not one, but two new horror icons come to
DVD… The films in question are the highly praised
’The Hills Run Red’ and the long awaited ‘Trick r’
Treat’ both of which bring unforgettable characters
to the small screen… With the former introducing
us to Babyface and the latter to Sam…

TRICK ‘R TREAT
In the tradition of
Creepshow and Tales
from the Crypt comes
five interwoven tales set
on Halloween night: a
suburban couple learns
the dangers of blowing
out a jack-o-lantern before midnight, a high
school principal
THE HILLS RUN RED
You heard the story. The one about the goriest,
moonlights as a vicious
bloodiest splatter fest ever, the one made in the ’80s serial killer, a young virbut mysteriously lost. Flash forward to now: Young gin whose quest for that
fright fans search for the secret location where the
someone special takes a gruesome turn, a group of
movie was shot, hoping to find the film. What they teens carry out a cruel prank with disastrous consefind is that the mysteriquences, and a cantankerous old man battles a misous slasher flick is more chievous trick-or-treating demon.
than a movie. It’s real.
And they’re its newest
stars. Wait, Babyface is
just a character from the
movie, right? Wrong.
To Win a copies of these movies on
He’s alive. He’s waiting.
DVD, answer the simple, but related
And he’s thrilled to meet
questions on the back of this issue of the
fans who will die –
Zombie Times E-Zine…
slowly, gruesomely,
2 prizes, 1 of each film !!!!
shockingly – for his art.
Roll camera!

Competition Time

Chicago - zombie outbreak
Oh yes, it's time once again for the most brutal, blood
drenched, underground independent horror you can
find on the big screen. Horror Society is proud to announce its Zombie Outbreak - with special guest
Lloyd Kaufman and a Chicago Premiere Screening of
POULTRYGEIST in glorious 35mm. Horror Society is
bringing you film festivals every 3 months in the City

of Chicago, and on November 14th we will be bringing you a flesh eating filled 8 hours of Independent
Underground Horror. This festival will feature 8
hours of brain eating film fun, a zombie makeup contest, vendors, special guests, Q&A's, giveaways, and
more! More information at:
http://www.horrorsociety.com/festivals
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Terror4fun E-Zine

October 2009

FREE to all Zombie Lovers

This Issues Competitions !!!
To enter the competitions in this issue of the Zombie Times, send your answers to the following questions to
ed@terror4fun.com as soon as possible… (Closing dates may vary, check our website!)
Comp 1) Win a copy of ‘Way of the Barefoot Zombie.’ Who is the Caribbean Business Guru in the novel?
Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘Barefoot Zombie’
Comp 2) Win a copy of ‘Wasting Away’ on DVD. Who plays Dr Richter in the movie?
Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘Wasting Away’
Comp 3) Win a copy of ‘Dawn of the Dead’ on Blu-Ray. What is the pilots nickname? (Clue: 6 letters)
Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘Blu Dawn’
Comp 4) Win a copy of ‘Zombie Transfusion’ on DVD. Who directed ‘The Last House on the Left?’
Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘Transfusion’
Comp 5) Win a copy of ‘Zombie Wars’ on DVD. Which actor plays Geronimo in this movie?
Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘Zombie Wars’
Comp 6) Win a copy of ‘Doghouse’ on DVD. Who plays ‘The Bride‘ in this movie?
Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘Doghouse’
Comp 7) Win a ‘Geekest Link’ Prize. How tall is their Retro Hulk Statue in inches?
Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘Geekest Link’
Comp 8) Win a copy of ‘Trick r’ Treat’ on DVD. Brian Cox appears in which canine revenge movie?
Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘Trick r’ Treat‘
Comp 9) Win a copy of ‘The Hills Run Red’ on DVD. Who directs this movie?
Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘Red Hills’
PLEASE EMAIL US YOUR ANSWERS SEPERATELY. THIS HELPS US SORT THEM OUT!!! CHEERS...
ONLINE Competitions: www.terror4fun.com/zombie_competitions

Terms and conditions and details of previous winners can be found on the Terror4fun website.

